CASE STUDY
Proﬁling of driving behavior

MODALES: ADAPTING DRIVER
BEHAVIOR FOR LOWER EMISSIONS

LOW-EMISSION DRIVING BEHAVIOR
AND PROPER MAINTENANCE CHOICE
How you are driving inﬂuences, without any
doubt, how much energy you consume and the
wear of your vehicle’s components, i.e.,
powertrain, brake wear, and tire wear. The EU
project MODALES, funded by the European
Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation
programme, aims to tackle the challenges to
enhance low-emission practices and suppress
high-emission behavior.
Focussing among others on the driver, as one
critical factor, the 19 project partners were
looking for a solution to analyze and assess
driving behavior based on mobility data.

https://modales-project.eu/

The Luxembourg Institute of Science and Technology
(LIST) is a mission-driven Research and Technology
Organisation (RTO) active in the ﬁelds of materials,
environment, space and informatics.
LIST develops competitive and market-oriented
product/service prototypes for public and private
stakeholders, and works across the entire innovation chain:
fundamental/applied research, incubation, transfer of
technologies.
By transforming scientiﬁc knowledge into technologies,
smart data and tools, LIST empowers citizens in their
choices, public authorities in their decisions and
businesses in their strategies. Speciﬁcally, in the
informatics ﬁeld, LIST researches and develops novel ICT
solutions in order to support the digital transition of
organizations to take advantage of emerging digital
ecosystems based on the smooth interplay of data,
physical devices, infrastructures and people.
www.list.lu

GETTING RICH INSIGHTS FROM RAW GPS DATA ONLY
The three-year project with nine pilot sites in Europe researched the identiﬁcation of low-emission driving style that can
be fostered through driver training, a driver support app, and guidelines for regular maintenance to ensure eﬃcient,
resource-saving conduct on the roads.
The project collected driving and location data via their mobile application. Looking for a solution to enrich this raw GPS
data with context and gain insights into the factors inﬂuencing low-emission driving, they selected Motion-S’ mobility
analytics API suite. Sending the generated raw GPS data to the platform allowed them to create their data lake.
Motion-S provided the project with a set of callbacks for getting the trip-based raw (JSON) augmented and proﬁled data
to the project team’s endpoint. During the augmentation phase, more than 100 different information elements are added
to each location and road segment of the trip, e.g., road characteristics and quality, road topology and limitations, traﬃc
signals, and weather information, to name only some.

Motion-S’ mobility data analytics platform provides contextualized data and allows us
to focus on the driving assistant’s intelligence to support drivers in driving more
sustainably. We are beneﬁting from around ﬁfty metrics deduced based on GPS
coordinates. A further advantage is that it allows us to save anonymized rich data,
and not only raw GPS coordinates.
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